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Abstract Extreme weather events are a significant cause of loss of life and livelihoods,
particularly in vulnerable countries and communities in Africa. Such events or their probability
of occurring may be, or are, changing due to climate change with consequent changes in the
associated risks. To adapt to, or to address loss and damage from, this changing risk we need to
understand the effects of climate change on extreme weather events and their impacts. The
emerging science of probabilistic event attribution can provide scientific evidence about the
contribution of anthropogenic climate change to changes in risk of extreme events. This
research has the potential to be useful for climate change adaptation, but there is a need to
explore its application in vulnerable developing countries, particularly those in Africa, since
the majority of existing event attribution studies have focused on mid-latitude events. Here we
explain the methods of, and implications of, different approaches to attributing extreme
weather events in an African context. The analysis demonstrates that different ways of framing
attribution questions can lead to very different assessments of change in risk. Crucially,
defining the most appropriate attribution question to ask is not a science decision but one that
needs to be made in dialogue with those stakeholders who will use the answers. This is true of
all attribution studies but may be particularly relevant in a tropical context, suggesting that
collaboration between scientists and policy-makers is a priority for Africa.
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1 Introduction
While there are no ambiguous research findings concerning the fact that the world is warming
due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Stocker et al. (2013)), the influence of
climate change on extreme weather events such as heatwaves, flooding, and drought, is less
well understood (IPCC 2012). Extreme weather events (for example recent droughts in the
Greater Horn of Africa (Funk et al. 2013)) can cause very high damages, but detecting changes
in them and then attributing these to external climate drivers is hampered by lack of good data
and statistical sampling issues: extreme events are by definition rare, and therefore observations are limited. Ensembles of climate model experiments offer the potential to explore the
probability of rare events, and using these simulations the emerging science of probabilistic
event attribution (PEA) (Allen 2003) allows for evaluation of the extent to which humaninduced climate change is affecting localised weather events (e.g., Stott et al. 2004; Stone and
Allen 2005; Pall et al. 2011; Otto et al. 2012).
Assessments of the influence of anthropogenic climate change on extreme events has
potential value for policy which is designed to address current and future climate change
impacts. By investigating how human influence on the climate is affecting flooding or drought
now, it might be possible to provide guidance on whether to expect increases or decreases in
intensity or frequency of such extremes in the future, and therefore inform adaptation planning
to reduce consequent risks. As well as being relevant to adaptation, event attribution studies
could be useful for emerging mechanisms to address Bloss and damage^ from climate change,
in particular the Warsaw International Mechanism (WIM) established by the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 2013 (http://unfccc.int/resource/
docs/2013/cop19/eng/10a01.pdf). It is not yet clear what constitutes Bloss and damage^ under
the UNFCCC, and whether scientific evidence of a climate change signal will be needed
before an event is considered relevant to the WIM, but PEA research could be highly relevant
in investigating the influence of climate change on loss and damage from extreme events
(James et al. 2014).
Africa is often considered to be the most vulnerable continent to climate change (Boko et al.
2007) and therefore understanding the changing risk from extreme events could be particularly
important here. Yet African climate has received a lack of research attention: both in general
(Washington et al. 2006), and in the case of extreme event attribution.
Studies of probabilistic event attribution undertaken so far have concentrated on certain
high profile events to demonstrate the method (Stott et al. 2004; Pall et al. 2011; Otto et al.
2012; Peterson et al. 2013), mainly in midlatitude climates, with very few studies attempting to
attribute extreme weather events in Africa (Lott et al. 2013; Funk et al. 2013; Otto et al. 2013).
There is now an annual report on the attribution of extreme events, but this has so far included
only one study focusing on Africa (Peterson et al. 2012, 2013; Herring et al. 2014). The
combination of high vulnerability and limited research highlights the importance of exploring
the opportunities and challenges of PEA research in Africa.
There are various reasons why carrying out PEA analyses could be particularly challenging
in an African context. Model validation and bias correction requires observations, which are
limited in many African regions, particularly for precipitation (Washington et al. 2006). Many
existing PEA studies have employed atmospheric models forced with sea surface temperatures
(SSTs), and this methodology may have different implications for tropical precipitation, which
is strongly influenced by large scale teleconnection patterns, particularly in Africa (Giannini
et al. 2008); in contrast to mid-latitude regions which are dominated by synoptic precipitation
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and influenced more by internal variability than remote SSTs. In addition, interannual precipitation variability is much higher in African regions (Giannini et al. 2008) than mid-latitude
climates, which could make it more difficult to distinguish the anthropogenic signal from noise
(Otto et al. 2013). Finally, aerosols are known to have a key role in the African climate system
(e.g., Ackerley et al. 2011; Jury 2013), and therefore it is important to consider their role
relative to anthropogenic GHGs, the latter having been the main focus in existing PEA
research.
There are thus many important considerations in establishing a methodology for attribution
studies in Africa. The central concept of probabilistic event attribution is to compare simulations of a defined extreme weather event with and without certain climate drivers, such as
anthropogenic GHGs. The exact method used to remove a climate driver from the model
simulations and the decisions on which drivers to remove will significantly influence the result
of an attribution study. Different methodologies can lead to scientifically equally robust results,
but the results will differ in quantifying the risk. Therefore, extending PEA in Africa requires
not only scientific developments but also dialogue between scientists and policy-makers to
frame the research questions in a way that will best inform strategies to reduce the risk from the
impacts of extreme climate events.
This paper will discuss existing event attribution studies for Africa and present an illustrative example of temperature extremes in East Africa, in order to explore the challenges in
conducting policy-relevant event attribution studies in an African context. In Section 2 the
PEA methodology will be outlined and challenges of applying PEA in an African context
discussed in more depth. In Section 3 the limited literature on event attribution in Africa is
reviewed and an example of an attribution analysis on July daily minimum temperatures in
East Africa is presented. This illustrates how slightly different methodologies can lead to large
differences in the quantifiable risk. The implications for policy are discussed in Section 4 and
conclusions summarised in Section 5.

2 The science of probabilistic event attribution in an african context
The majority of event attribution studies employ the BACE^-method (Attribution of Climaterelated Extremes, e.g., Christidis et al. 2012): model simulations representing present-day
weather statistics are contrasted with simulations of a so-called counterfactual world, a Bworld
that might have been^, had anthropogenic GHG emissions not altered the climate system.
These simulations are achieved by running the same climate model but with the anthropogenic
forcing removed. Any differences in the statistics of extreme weather events obtained can then
be attributed to anthropogenic GHG forcing.
This methodology requires the availability of large climate model ensembles to simulate the
statistics of extreme events, which are by definition rare. So far there have been several
successful assessments of the human-influence on the probability1 of occurrence of extreme
1

Occurrence probability is often used rather loosely interchangeably with the term risk in the context of event
attribution e.g., in Bindoff et al. (2013) where risk it is determined by frequency of occurrence of an extreme
event and vulnerability, but only assessing changes in the former but not the latter. This is different to the use in
other contexts and highlights the fact that there is currently a research gap between attributing the impacts of a
changing climate (Cramer et al. 2014) and attributing the changes in the climate system to external drivers
(Bindoff et al. 2013). The former considers climate change independent of its causes, not all of which can be
attributed to anthropogenic drivers.
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precipitation events (Pall et al. 2011; Lott et al. 2013; Sparrow et al. 2013). These have focused
on specific events but a system could be set up using an existing validated modelling
framework to run a seasonal attribution experiments routinely which would mean the resources
necessary to attribute single events would be relatively small, and could be applied to any
events in Africa.
A particular challenge in Africa is the lack of long-term meteorological observations which
are needed on the one hand to identify extreme events and define crucial thresholds, and on the
other hand to validate the model data. Event attribution relies on the model’s ability to reliably
simulate the climate conditions generating the extreme weather event, however the model does
not need to have predictive skill, i.e., it needs the ability to predict the correct frequency of
events rather than the exact time of occurrence. Numerous studies (e.g., Folland et al. 1986;
Hoerling et al. 2006) have demonstrated the importance of SST variations in explaining
variability in African precipitation. This offers an entry point for reliable attribution studies
of extreme precipitation events in Africa despite the considerable gaps in observations.
Prescribing SSTs in an atmosphere-only general circulation model (AGCM) allows fundamental processes correlated to SSTs to be well simulated resulting in a good representation of
extreme weather events, and improved signal-to-noise ratio. An explorative attribution study
of such events in the Congo Basin (Otto et al. 2013) highlighted this potential by analysing the
high predictability of rainfall from prescribed SSTs in several African regions. However, this
approach also depends on relatively good observations of SSTs and sea ice and of the weather
events we are interested in analysing in the model simulations, both for validation of the
simulations and possible bias correction. The sparseness of or lack of access to the latter could
be a challenge for comprehensive attribution studies in the context of African extreme events.
As yet, attribution of extreme weather events in Africa to external climate drivers has not
been attempted comprehensively. This is not surprising given that the method was only
developed in 2003 (Allen 2003) and had not been applied frequently before 2011 (Peterson
et al. 2012). It also crucially depends on the availability of different data sources for model
validation. There are, however, a number of examples of African event attribution studies and
process-oriented attribution studies that can inform event attribution. We will discuss these
examples in the following section.

3 Review of probabilistic event attribution studies for Africa
Arguably, the first PEA study in an African context was conducted by Lott et al. (2013) on the
East African drought, a type of event notoriously difficult to define.
This study quantified the attributable increase in risk of extreme low precipitation in the two
rainy seasons in East Africa preceding the 2011 drought. They found that the failure of the
Bshort rains^ (in October-December) could be attributed to the El Niño Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and in particular, to the occurrence of a strong La Niña event earlier in the year.
Although human influence was found to have increased the likelihood of an extremely dry
Blong rains^ season (March-June), the magnitude of the increase strongly depended on the
exact warming pattern removed from the observations to simulate the Bworld that might have
been^. To account for this uncertainty, Lott et al. (2013) used 3 different plausible SST patterns
representing the anthropogenic influence resulting in 3 different ensembles of the year 2011 in
a world without human-induced climate change. In addition to using observed SSTs to drive
the model, observed weather data including the event studied was needed for model validation
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purposes. In the absence of in-situ measurements, Lott et al. (2013) relied on satellite data to
remove model biases from the simulations.
In another recent study Otto et al. (2013), applied the method of PEA to the data sparse
Congo Basin. The authors refrained from applying a bias correction because the model
simulations were within the spread of the observed satellite and reanalysis data sets; but
satellite measurements in such sparsely populated region provide no guide to what extreme
events really happened. The aim of the paper was to investigate the applicability of PEA
analysis to a tropical region, in this case the Congo Basin. In view of the unreliability of
observed data, the high signal-to noise ratio from using the high-quality SST observations from
the surrounding ocean basins to force the model provided some confidence in the model and
led to the conclusion that event attribution studies on extreme precipitation events can be
robust in spite of poor-quality local observational data.
Both studies (Lott et al. 2013; Otto et al. 2013) therefore highlight the importance of
representing the major large-scale mechanisms which influence weather events and their
frequency of occurrence in Africa. In the case of Lott et al. the interannual SST variations
influenced the extreme event, but in the case of Otto et al. interannual variations were largely
removed, since the study investigated the probability of dry conditions over a whole decade:
yet large scale SST forcing was also found to be important.
The most recent event attribution study for Africa was published by Funk et al. (2013), who
examined rainfall deficits in Kenya and Somalia and the potential link between warmer SSTs
in the Indian Ocean and the poor 2012 March–May East African rains. They generated a 30
member-ensemble of simulations with observed SSTs and 30 simulations driven with observed
SSTs with all other variability apart from ENSO removed. Although this approach is similar to
Lott et al. (2013), Funk et al. (2013) looked at the differences between full-ocean and ENSOonly SST effects. The anthropogenic influence could then be identified by assuming the
difference in SSTs between the two ensembles represented, amongst other large-scale
teleconnection patterns, the anthropogenic warming. Results showed that the dominant influence causing the drought was non-ENSO SST forcing, which included the anthropogenic
warming signal, as well as other SST patterns from either the Indian Ocean (Williams and
Funk 2011) or the Pacific Ocean (Lyon and DeWitt 2012). Their conclusion was that the
drought resulted from both anthropogenic and residual natural variability contributions. When
the analysis was repeated for the years 2000–2012 and 1993–2012, the influence of nonENSO forcing became weaker over these longer timescales. This implies that non-ENSO
forcing caused the recent drought but that ENSO plays an important role in earlier droughts
highlighting that a case-by-case analysis is necessary for the attribution of individual events.
All three approaches used slightly different methods to remove the anthropogenic signal in
the counterfactual experiments. They are all scientifically valid but produce different kinds of
results and, crucially, would do so had they investigated the same event. They provide answers
to different questions as will be shown below using an example.

3.1 An example of East African minimum temperatures
By using scientifically meaningful implementations of similar methodological approaches, the
attribution studies described above can be used to explore how to address the question
regarding whether, and to what extent, a meteorological extreme event is attributable to
anthropogenic GHG emissions. Figure 1 illustrates two of the approaches using model
simulations of minimum daily temperatures in July in East Africa (12°S -18°N, 22°E-52°E,).
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Fig. 1 Return periods of daily minimum temperatures in July in East Africa in 4 different ensembles. a July
minimum temperatures in the actual climate simulations of the year 2005 (pink); b July minimum temperatures in
the actual climate simulations of the decade 2000–2010 (red); c July minimum temperatures in the counterfactual
climate simulations of the year 2005 (green); and d July minimum temperatures in the counterfactual climate
simulations of the decade 2000–010 (blue). The horizontal black line represents a threshold of 19 °C, the dashed
line a threshold of 18.5 °C. The grey arrows represent the increase in risk of exceeding the threshold of 19 °C in
the decadal (dark grey) and annual simulation approach (light grey). The brown arrows represent the increase in
risk of exceeding the threshold of 18.5 °C in the decadal (dark brown) and annual simulation approach (light
brown). The arrows have been copied above the key to allow a comparison of the change in probability inferred
from each analysis technique

Figure 1 was generated using the ACE-method, following a similar approach to Pall et al.
(2011), in which very large ensembles of global climate models were used to assess the change
in risk of autumn flooding in the United Kingdom under two different climate scenarios: i) the
observed autumn 2000; and ii) a scenario based on a counterfactual ensemble forced with
GHG concentrations representative of autumn 2000 without anthropogenic emissions. We use
the distributed computing framework weather@home (Massey et al. 2014),where members of
the public facilitate multi-thousand-member ensemble weather simulation experiments at
1.25×1.875° resolution using the Met Office Hadley Centre (MOHC) model HadAM3P
(ibid.).
Two very large ensemble simulations of weather events in the decade 2000–2010 were run
and the statistics of extreme weather events analysed. The first ensemble represents the actual
climate conditions of the decade. The second (counterfactual) ensemble is identical except that
it excludes anthropogenic GHG and aerosol emissions. Both ensemble simulations are driven
by observed SST patterns, although the warming signal of anthropogenic emissions is
removed from the SST forcing in the counterfactual ensemble. The warming signal was
obtained from CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012) simulations of the MOHC model HadGEM2-ES.
The resulting ensembles are simulations of weather as it could have occurred given the
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observed and counterfactual climate conditions. This allows us to compare the likelihoods of
extreme events under these different conditions.
Figure 1 shows four ensembles for the daily minimum temperatures: in the actual and the
counterfactual ensembles, and in both cases for the single year 2005 and for the whole decade
2000–2010. The red (b) and the blue (d) curves represent simulations of July minimum
temperatures for the whole decade, while the pink (a) and the green (c) curves represent just
2005. Under the assumption that the differences between the two complementary ensembles
((a) and (c); and (b) and (d)) simulate weather in a world with and without anthropogenic
climate change, the differences between magnitude and frequency of occurrence of temperature extremes gives an indication of whether and to what extent the risk for such extremes has
changed due to anthropogenic climate change.
Assuming there had been a heat wave in July 2005 characterised by high minimum
temperatures Fig. 1 could be used to quantify the changes in risk of occurrence of such
an event. Different assessments of the extent of the change in risk are obtained by
comparing either just the simulation of the year 2005 or simulation of the whole decade
in both ensembles. In the illustative case shown in Fig. 1 we use an arbitrary threshold
of 19 °C min temperature to define the extreme event. If an assessment is made based
on the whole decade, the incorporation of anthropogenic forcing increases the probability of a minimum temperature above19 °C from 1 in every 6–7 years to more than
once every year (Fig. 1, dark grey arrow). If the assessment is based only on 2005,
anthropogenic climate forcing increases the probability of the event to occur from 1 in
every 40 years, to more than once every year (Fig. 1, light grey arrow). Making the
assessment based on individual years suggests that changes in the risk of an extreme
event occuring due to anthropogenic forcing are much larger than if the assessment had
been made based on the simulation of decades. Importantly, if we change the arbitrary
threshold from 19 to 18.5 °C, this changes the results again.
The differences in the four return periods of minimum night temperatures in July
demonstrates that the answer to the attribution question depends crucially not only on
the modelling framework available but also on how the research question is framed
within a modelling approach and the definition of the threshold that constitutes the
extreme event. What the relevant threshold is will depend on the context of the study.
Nighttime temperatures above 19 °C could mark the threshold of whether or not the
human body can recover from the days heat and hence be highly relevant for damages
in the context of human health while at the same time the threshold that determines
damages on crop might be higher. Highlighting the importance to define the meteorological event with respect to its impacts and the sensitivity of the attribution result to
that definition.

4 Discussion on framing and policy: asking the right questions
The examples discussed above show that PEA statements are made with respect to a
counterfactual situation, the definition of the counterfactual is however different in each
case leading to differing results. Furthermore these results are valid for a particular
definition of the extreme event in question. Below we will explore the potential implications of these issues for policy, and then discuss the potential to promote sciencepolicy dialogue to frame attribution questions.
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4.1 Defining the counterfactual
Figure 1 gives very different results for the increase in risk depending on whether an annual or
decadal approach is used. Based on a single year it answers the question Bgiven all other
conditions being equal, how has the risk of occurrence of such an extreme event changed as a
result of anthropogenic emissions^? Comparing whole decades instead of single years
smoothes the interannual variability of large-scale oscillations in the SSTs, thus answering
the question Bgiven all predictable (long term) things being equal, how has the risk changed
due to the global mean temperature increase and increase in GHG forcing?^. The former
approach addresses the event conditioned on the SSTs, and the latter analyses the climatological shift. Another approach to PEA, which has so far not been employed with large enough
ensembles to attribute extreme events but is probably the most promising, is to use SSTs from
seasonal forecasts instead of observed SSTs for the season of interest. This will provide an
answer to the question Bgiven all predictable (short term) conditions being equal, how has the
risk of occurrence of such an extreme event changed as a result of anthropogenic emissions^?
The latter approach will eliminate the unpredictable noise for the given year from the
assessment of changes in risk.
It is worth noting that if based on temperatures in a temperate climate, e.g., the UK, Fig. 1
would look very different (see Otto et al. 2013, Fig. 5). In particular the discrepancy between
the return times for a single year and those for a whole decade would be much smaller. This
suggests as a rule of thumb that in any given summer the daily variability of night time
temperatures is much higher in a UK climate compared to East Africa, the interannual
variability is much smaller and only weakly correlated to large scale teleconnection systems
like ENSO or the Atlantic Meridional Oscillation (AMO). Thus the importance of clearly
stating how the research question is framed exactly becomes again particulaly apparent in the
sub-tropical and tropical climates of Africa.
For an assessment of the anthropogenic influence on African climate overall, the use of
decadal or longer simulations has the potential to better quantify the overall changes in risk,
which is relevant for long term adaptation planning. However single year simulations (either
with observed or seasonal forecast SSTs) will give a better assessment of how anthropogenic
climate change altered the risk of specific events occurring. This allows us to make use of
observed responses to extremes to help plan the adaptation to anthropogenic changes. The new
approach using seasonal forecast SSTs may be particularly advantageous here, as estimating
the predictable change in risk instead of the actual will be much easier to communicate.
Thus from an decision-making point of view we are looking at two different problems: the
first is assessment of a specific observed event which gives guidance on how to build resilience
to more or less of given this event and its impacts and responses; the second is an assessment
of climatological shifts which could be used to provide more general guidance on adaptation
responses. This distinction refers only to using the information to build resilience to future
risks, which is the dominant focus in the UNFCCC processes on adaptation, including the
recent negotiations on loss and damage (UNFCCC 2012). However, the annual approach,
providing information about specific events, could also provide information about the causes
of past events, with potential applications for liability and compensation (Allen 2003). This
could be highly controversial (James et al. 2014), and at the time of writing the concrete aims
and implementation of the WIM are undetermined. Scientists are acutely aware that simply
providing information may have unpredictable consequences, including diverting attention
away from building resilience towards a Bsearch for the guilty^ (Hulme et al. 2011). ‘The
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appropriate response is for science-policy dialogue to understand how to effectively blend and
use scientific and local knowledge. The interaction between hazards and evolving vulnerability, including how vulnerability may change as stakeholders respond to new information, is
critical in determining overall risk.
It is paramount that the scientific community communicates the exact framing of the
research question they aim to answer, but it is also important to identify the questions
decision-makers and stakeholders want and need answers to.

4.2 Defining an event
In Fig. 1 the attributable risk of exceeding 19 °C is much larger than the attributable risk of
exceeding 18.5 °C. The inferred influence of climate change is different depending on which
arbitrary threshold is chosen.2
If these studies are to be useful beyond academic interest, the definition of the event, and
the dependence of the results on the choice of threshold must be made explicit. This leads to
questions about which risks really matter for practical decisions. Is a 1 in 100 year event or a 1
in 1000 year event more important? This is likely to depend on the stakeholder and the
application. Whilst the most rare, high magnitude events might receive more attention in the
media, in developing countries less rare events can still lead to large scale damages. It is likely
that the questions which information is needed to answer will depend on spatial and temporal
factors relating to the vulnerability of people, such as where they are located geographically.
The answers will also be determined by people’s existing experience of extreme events, and by
social dimensions, e.g., gender, ethnicity and age (Blaikie et al. 1994).
Furthermore, the meteorological extreme event is only the first step in a potentially multistep assessment of loss and damage due to anthropogenic climate change, ranging e.g., from
attributing large scale atmospheric dynamics, over precipitation above a threshold, to river
flow and finally inundated crop land or properties.

4.3 Promoting science-policy dialogue
Framing research questions for attribution studies which are useful in an applied
context is therefore not something scientists can do alone. Nor can stakeholders embark
on this without an understanding of the science. A dialogue between science and policy
is required should PEA provide scientific evidence for questions of adaptation and loss
and damage. Co-production of knowledge occurs when scientists and stakeholders
come together to generate new knowledge and technologies jointly through processes
of learning. Co-production works when there are clearly defined boundaries and the
means to overcome asymmetric power dynamics (Jasanoff 2006). To initiate this
process it is important to build on existing mechanisms (e.g., participatory action and
scenario development planning), engage with novel approaches (e.g., serious gaming,
Mendler de Suarez et al. 2012) and to develop new platforms such as Rainwatch-AfClix.3 Each
2

For temperature, which is close to a Gaussian distribution the threshold dependency is particularly strong while
precipitation follows an extreme value distribution that is independent of the threshold in the special case of
Gumble distributions (Pall et al. 2011, Sippel et al., submitted).
3
Rainwatch-AfClix is operating in a growing number of countries in the African Sahel and consists of a real-time
rainfall monitoring system (Rainwatch) coupled to a boundary organization (AfClix) for facilitating stakeholder
engagement (Boyd et al. 2013).
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of these different Bmechanisms^ presents opportunities to discuss PEA in an African
context and initiate a dialogue.
The dialogue might be most productive if links are made between policy communities in
disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation. This need for broadening sectorial
engagement is demonstrated by the SREX report (Field et al. 2012), which calls for Bnew
balance…to be struck between taking measures to reduce risk, transfer risk (e.g., through
insurance) and effectively prepare for and manage the impacts of disasters in a changing
climate. This balance will require a stronger emphasis on anticipation and risk reduction
(Mitchell and van Aalst 2011). Understanding the evidence from attribution studies of extreme
events relative to attribution of long term changes in climate could be important in shaping
progress. A poor understanding of the links between hazards, climate change and vulnerability
may lead to scarce resources being allocated to the wrong actions today based on a poor
understanding of climate-related adverse impacts (e.g., devoting resources ‘only’ to climatological hazard as opposed to investing in development, e.g., education, health etc.), then that
could leave future generations worse off (UNFCCC 2012). It is vital that policy-makers
understand the uncertainties in the evidence that is available. It might be that many stakeholders will take the view that simulated evidence, with current relatively low-resolution
climate models, is not robust enough in the context of tools and information relevant to
adaptation and loss and damage. This need to be clearly communicated as it means that
attribution results of extreme weather events would not be usable to address damages from
events other than the so-called slow-onset events such as sea-level rise for at least another
decade when high resolution models may be available to be used for running large ensembles.
Although such slow-onset events in context of the loss and damage agenda are highly
predictable events, they cannot include other comparable but unpredictable slowly evolving
events like multi-month droughts. While concentrating on predictable slow-onset events in
developing countries for consideration under Bloss and damage^ might be good news for the
Maldives, this outcome is likely to raise serious problems for land-locked African countries
assuming that impacts of human-induced climate change are addressed.
Another important issue is how decision frameworks are determined by relationships
between different actor groups and governments, which are in-turn often influenced by power
dynamics and asymmetry of information (i.e., moral hazard). Clearly a blueprint Bone fits all^
approach might not be desirable. The discussion needs to start now; to find out which
questions the scientific community should aim to answer if scientific evidence is thought in
determining the pertinent climate risks.

5 Conclusions
Extreme event attribution studies have the potential to provide scientific evidence relevant to
adaptation and loss and damage from climate change, which is especially important in
vulnerable countries. Despite the relative lack of existing event attribution studies for developing countries, and potential challenges of applying the methodology in regions with a
tropical climate and limited observation; there is a great deal of opportunity to extend PEA
research to include a large range of events, not least because a new technique using seasonal
forecasting allows for studies to be conducted more rapidly, and to provide results which are
easier to communicate. In addition, the strong role of SSTs on tropical climates could be an
advantage for distinguishing anthropogenic signals.
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However, to make the science useful, attribution studies need to address the appropriate
attribution questions identified by decision makers on the ground. As shown by a review of
existing event attribution studies in Africa, and an example using slightly different methodologies to explore changing risk of high minimum temperatures in East Africa, different
framings can lead to very different results, which are often equally valid scientifically, but
may have differing implications for policy. This could be particularly relevant for Africa, since
the implications of different methodologies can be larger in a tropical context. Co-production
of knowledge between scientists and users is vital to avoid pre-defined event definitions that
do not take account of the perspectives and priority needs of users of event attribution studies
(Stott et al. 2013).
Extensive validation of the models and clear communication regarding the limitations of
event attribution is also paramount. Poor adaptation decisions taken now could leave future
generations worse off if the increased risk of an event is attributed wrongly to anthropogenic
warming rather than the natural and internal variability of the climate system (Stott et al. 2013).
However, not using available information from attribution studies could lead to equally illplanning if crucial changes in the magnitude and frequency of extreme events are not taken
into account. Looking forwards, regular assessment of extreme events in relation to their
probable triggers will lead to improved understanding of extreme events in the near term, and
improved projections in the longer term. Policy expectations and needs on the ground will
need to be better aligned however with the evolution of the scientific understandings of
extreme events.
Experience has shown that communicating science between scientists and those who
can use it to meet societal needs can be challenging but also rewarding to all involved.
In this case, the reward could be scientifically-based strategies to manage risk in many
of the most vulnerable communities adversely affected by anthropogenic climate
change.
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